
SOME REFERENCES FOR CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS • CLAUDIA BECK 

The photographs of Christopher Williams present the viewer with a strange beauty. While beauty can be seduc
tive,Williams uses it to provoke curiosity, research, and thought. On gallery walls the photographs occupy space 
like minimalist sculpture, but by the standards of sculpture and contemporary photographic practice,Williams' 
photographs are small. One is struck by odd, even esoteric subject matter in this new work - dance, camera, 
box, corn, diagram. Why he chose these, or the relationships between them, is not immediately clear. The form 
of the titles suggests that subject matter, place, and photographic process are integral to the work. The titles are 
akin to didactic wall labels or magazine photo captions, offering not explanation but information that is initially 
recondite. Such strategies produce meaning elliptically and any fixity becomes propositional, not certain. 
Williams' work is resistant to any singular reading. "[S]ince the early I 980's [he] has dialectically addressed the 
interpretation of photographic imagery, fragmenting meaning in a multiplicity of references (historical, cultural, 
aesthetic, political, etc)." 1 This 1989 description by Ann Goldstein continues, identifying"his resources as institu
tional repositories of categorized information " and recognizing that "his images fall within the conventions of 
pictorial genre .. ,of photographic history and ... of photographic presentation." Williams has;continued to work 
rigourously within these parameters. He has always worked with both black and white and colour photogra
phs, using both within the same body of work. 
Although Williams does not consider himself a photographer, his production is photographic. The photogra
phic is not transparent in the construction of meaning. In earlier work he has referenced photographs from 
many different sources: commercial and archival, from photojournalism and the history of photogr<!phy. It would 
seem disingenuous to ignore the photographic references or vectors of that history that cross through 
Williams' work. Recent discussions of his production have dealt with European references; in contrast, I find 
this new work to be more related to the context of American culture and its earlier photographic history . 
. The first work produced by Williams in this new group consists of two black and white photographs made as 
platinum prints, a 19th century process that produced a nuanced tonal range associated with pictorial photo
graphy through the I 920s,and rarely used today. In the subject matter, there is quick recognition of Bali: costume 
and gestures stereotypically represent the country as depicted in travel posters, National Geographic, TV. The 
title describes a rehearsal of Janger at the Japanese American Cultural and Community Center, Los Angeles on 
8 October 2002. Its parenthetical text is about a woman coming from the East and those who see her fall in love 
with her. 
National Geographic, begun in 1888, was a. popular publication initially aimed at an American audience. Started, 
as a scientific and educational resource, it published photographic documentation of places and customs from 
around the world, including the U.S. It is not surprising to find articles that treated the general subject matter 
that Williams treats differently. A February 1910 article, "A Traveller's Notes on Java," was illustrated with black 
and white photographs. Djange (sic) is mentioned in a January 1951 article, "Republican Indonesia Tries its 
Wings;' that included eleven black and white and thirty-two colour photographs. Colour photographs appeared 
quite early in the pages of National Geographic, always specifying the name of th_e process in their captions: auto
chrome until the 1920s, and then through the 1930s there were Finlay Color and Dufaycolor, until Kodachrome 
took over. Colour provided realism to the documentation in its pages. 
How are Williams' photographs different? What might they purport to document? His use of platinum goes 
against the magazine's more colourful presentation, and refers back to a time when the skill of producing a beauti
ful print was related to its content and the object quality of the photograph. Without colour, the exoticism is 
abstracted to the form of the dance, focused on the look of eyes and the gestures of arms and hands. One 
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learns that Janger is a secular Balinese dance that has been noted to appear at times of social turmoil and then 

disappear.2 The dance form itself is considered a hybrid. Williams does not document a local custom in situ, 

instead he pictures exotic costume and the positions of the eyes and hands characteristic of Balinese dance, 
yet framed by a Japanese pavilion structure. The images manifest hybridization, a crossing of cultural histories 

(Bali and Japan) situated within the still further removed cultural context of Los Angeles - the dance is seen as 

less indigenous, but more globally present. Coincidentally, this pair of photographs was shot four days before 
the terrorist attack in Bali. 

Williams' new works point to global trade routes intersecting with American culture: a circulation of products, 

of customs and of power, none of which have fixed or singular meanings. Williams is looking at material culture 

for signs of hybrid and unstable meanings, drawing on a range of material in its manifold aspects, so the singu

larity of his choice can be seen to reflect a larger, more complex field. He would seem to be most interested 

in the diverse and unwieldy ideas a culture represents. Asia is omnipresent in Los Angeles where Williams lives 
and works, bringing diversity of language and culture, with rich and complex histories of resistance and accom

modation from abroad that are re-formed in American culture. In the Janger diptych, Williams has subtly prob

lematized ethnicity and ethnocentrism. 

Williams' images also picture instances and artifacts of cultural and photographic transition: vestiges where the 

hand still does something in a digital age. In 1955, Fortune magazine published "The Beauty of the Common Tool," 

a portfolio of black and white photographs by Walker Evans - minimal studio shots of cheap hand tools in an 

elite and we(l-produced mass-circulation magazine. Evans pictured the simplicity of vernacular form, implying 

labour done with the hands. In contrast, on October 30, 2004, the front business page of the Toronto newspaper 

The Globe and Mail showed a colour photograph of a dense maze of robotic arms that embraced a car body at 

a Ford plant in Michigan. Not a person in sight, no hands needed for production. How little work for the hand 

remains in industrial and mass production today. Even if the car or dishwasher fails, mechanics and handymen 

troubleshoot an electronic "brain;' since machines are programmed to produce via keystrokes, finger taps. 

Photographs too are now produced from digital files. Making a photographic print no longer needs to rely on 

photochemistry, since pigmented inks can be squirted onto unsensitized papers. By not (yet) working with 

digitized images Williams situates this body of work in a time prior to the digital age. 

Williams' objects are singular and isolated in a neutral void in the picture. Like Evans, he has produced mini

malist studio shots. Each item, though machine-made, refers to a part of their functioning that still requires the 

hand to complete. For example, the German text in the title for the Packset box instructs how the tape must 

be placed within the lined spaces printed on the box or, in another photograph, a hand-drawn diagram shows 
how the paper must be manually spooled before a machine can coat the paper for print reproduction. 

In the last ten years Williams has worked with European modernist conventions of the 1920s and 30s, where the 

camera focused on the thing itself, as in the work of Albert Renger-Patzsch. Such conventions only occasionally 

appeared in the U.S. at the time; for example as black and white advertisements in the 1920s made by the likes of 

Paul Outerbridge, Anton Bruehl, and Edward Steichen. Most studio work for advertisements from the 1920s through 

the 40s consisted of elaborately produced scenes, reminiscent of Hollywood film stills. Williams' objects of choi

ce are photographed at the Douglas M. Parker Studio, Glendale, California. Parker is known as the West Coast 

photographer of choice for documentation of work by well-known American artists, his work done within the -

controlled conventions of the studio, each work of art carefully positioned and lit. For Williams, Parker's shots are 

not documentation of his art, but part of the art itself: he paradoxically inverts the way an artist uses Parker's ser-
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For the colour works, Williams has returned to producing dye transfer prints, an older colour process soon to 
become extinct. He has spoken about his new work as more reflexive to photographic process.Again, his titles 

indicate what is sometimes not visible in the photograph.The three views of a Kiev camera appear to be sump

tuously black and white, until one notes a few small, subtle marks of colour revealing them as colour photo

graphs.YoungVancouver photographers know the Kiev as a cheap and serviceable medium-format camera, which 

they say is something of a cult object. Williams' title notes that it was manufactured in the once famous Arsenal 

factory shown in Dovzhenko's remarkable film Arsenal ( 1929). The Packset box used for sending parcels by 

Deutsche Post uses a yellow similar to the emblematic yellow of American Kodak products. With the diagram 

from the McGraw Colorgraph Company, one learns that this company, no longer in business, produced carbro 

color prints that were later replaced by dye transfer prints. This American firm used a printing machine made 

in Germany. Corn and Kodak's Three Point Reflection Guide refer tb photographic materials (by-products of 

corn are now used in the production of plastics which includes film) and to a standard for controlling colour 

balance in prints. Each title references a gee-political power: Russia, Germany, U.S. Together, they connote a post 

WW II history of power relations, shifting dynamics and interlocked global economies. 

This combination of colour and commodities points back to the 1930s when colour was gaining prominence 

in American photography, specifically as advertising. With groundbreaking conceptualization and extensive re

search, Sally Stein has shown how material culture in the U.S. moved from colourless to colourful between the 
two world wars. Her thesis charts how this occurred in terms of everyday products of popular culture like 

cars, clothing and household goods. She documents the development of colour photography in relationship to 

the necessities and demands of advertising in that period, not as some isolated technical innovation occurring 

only in photography. Stein set out to consider, "[A]n American context where, with the possible exception of 

Germany, the bifurcation of photography first occurred."3 She goes on to say: 

With the emergence of color,both the idea and the practice of photography split in two.The fissure 

marked fundamental difference[s] in the purposes and interests of photographic artists and amateurs, 

just as it engendered specialized rhetorics that would begin to mark clear distinctions between adver
tising, editorial journalism and government publicity.4 

Stein details how this bifurcation became a choice for photographers and the rhetorics that surrounded their 

work: color for advertising and black and white for documentary, in particular in the work of the FSA photo

graphers. Stein's work examines a key antecedent for Williams' photographs. While his work appears to refu
se this prior bifurcation, I propose that he utilizes the association of colour with the advertisement of 

commodities to forge new historical and cultural meanings once only apparent in relation to documentary pho

tographs. 
The history of photography as an aesthetic medium privileged black and white photography into the mid 1960s. 

Colour photography is certainly evident now in contemporary art and photography, but it arrived through three 

different points of entry. In the late 60s conceptual artists looked to popular and vernacular uses of the medium. 
Refusing interest in a photographic canon in which that work was seen as craft, they chose to produce their 

information with easily made machine prints - black and white but also colour. In 1974 John Szarkowski, head 
of the Department of Photography at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, showed William Eggleston's colour 

photographs which he considered as coming out of the documentary mode. The third point of entry took place 

at the end of the 1970s when the makers of big colour photographs moved to position the photographic within 
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the discourses of contemporary art, rather than those of photography. Quite early on, German institutional 
recognition gave momentum to Jeff Wall and other Vancouver artists as well as to Thomas Ruff and other 
students of the Bechers. Scale and colour gave substance to the photograph as object. Considering the literature 
on his work, one can posit that Williams intends the reception of his photographic work to rest within the dis
courses of current art, which would include those discourses that have now revisited the history of photography, 
especially within an American context. Williams' work has been appropriately considered in relationship to con
ceptual art, European photography and contemporary art. However, in light of his new work, it is reasonable to 
consider a more American context, not evident since an earlier work in 1981 called Source, the Photographic 

Archive,john F. Kennedy Library .. .. 
Williams works with the understanding that photographs are visually pervasive and readily accessible on the 
printed page, in newspapers, magazines, books, posters, art catalogues etc., and that they are collected in archives 
for the information they may shed on various fields of knowledge. During the 1930s and 40s claims for American 
photography were filtered and shaped by mass-circulation magazines and advertising-the primary places where 
photographers were employed and photographs were seen by a larger public. The most important photogra
phic annual was U.S. Camera. Working through its pages suggests another layer of meaning to Williams' new 
work: a different historical context: During its early period from 1935 to 1942 a network of power, advertising, 
and colour came together around American photography. I don't claim that Williams' photographs are like tho
se in U.S. Camera. Instead I have used the publication to reveal details regarding photography in an earlier 
American context, and the way it positioned colour with advertisements and magazine illustration. U.S. Camera 

provides a useful archive of what was considered important within American photography at that time. 
U.S. Camera was launched in 1935 as a showcase for contemporary American photography, produced yearly as 
a book of photographs. The starting position of the annual was American photography seen as a homegrown 
and modern art. Schematically the annua:I was comprised of three parts: text, photographs, and advertisements. 
The photographs were dominant; most often one to a page, always accompanied by the photographer's name. 
Little more than five percent were in colour. The actual advertisements at the back were exclusively from the 
photo industry, but curiously included only a few in colour. The photographs were repositioned, stripped of the 
captions and ad copy that would have accompanied them when reproduced in more popular mass-circulation 
magazines, but the support of these magazines was continually acknowledged in U.S. Camera editorials and photo 
data. Today most of the photographers whose work appeared in its pages comprise a who's who in the history, 
of photography from that time. 
What meanings circulated around photography in its pages? I was stru.ck by the two opening photographs in 
the first issue, both by Edward Steichen. The first, before any text, is his colour photograph entitled Ripe Corn, 

made as a wash-off-relief transparency. Produced in a studio against a deep blue ground, it pictures a lithe, dark
skinned nude woman, seated with arms thrust up, an ear of corn held in one hand. Since the days of the early 
V irginia colonies, corn has been emblematic of American survival and fertility. Despite the "corniness" of this 
picture, the gesture of the woman's arm holding the corn would have referenced both Delacroix's Liberty Guiding 

the People ( 1831) and Bartholdi's Statue of Liberty ( 1875). The references in Steichen's photograph would have 
been clear at that time: America was a place of liberty - a position promoted in the surge of U.S. mass-circu
lation magazines. Williams' Kodak Three Point Reflection Guide ... stands in counterpoint to Steichen's photograph: 
corn and colour simply there, eliding the question of American liberty. Steichen's second photograph appears 
immediately after the editorial that claimed significance for contemporary American photography. It is a black and 
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white portrait of Alfred Stieglitz (c.1909). Stieglitz had produced Camera Work, a beautiful quarterly magazine 
with sumptuous gravure and half tone printing, between 1903 and 1917. Through it he brought European art 
to American attention and promoted photographs as a significant modern art medium in a less provincial way.c., 
U.S. Camera was the first dedicated attempt to focus on American contemporary photographs since Camera

Work in the first two decades of the century. However, by this time the terms of art were more slippery, appear
ing and disappearing in the annual's editorials. 
My argument is that Steichen and U.S.Camera attempted what Stieglitz had initiated, but both the times and the 
men were different. At this time Steichen was a fashion photograph_er for Conde Nast magazines; a judge of 
submissions to the annual from the start and sole arbiter between 1939 and 1947, when he left for the MoMA 
to head the Photography Department. As a judge, Steichen did not use Stieglitz's standards of connoisseurship: 
he operated out of a more populist vision, but one crossed with middle-class and elite values which were part 
of his own life and work. In U.S. Camera, Steichen prepared the ground for himself and others to begin building 
an institutionally sanctioned history of American photography of the 1930s and 1940s. 
The colour in the 1935-42 volumes of U.S.Camera was rich and eye-catching within the predominant use of 
black and white. As a group of images, all studio productions, they appeared to offer no cohesive subject matter. 
However, colour was associated with advertising, which used the genres of still life, portraiture and theatrical 
scenes, primarily of women and children. So colour was evidence of glamour, whimsy: an idealized reality. On 
the other hand, Williams' photographs of objects do not advertise products or a life that could be better, though 
they do bear resemblance to some of the still lifes of food and leisure-time objects reproduced in the annual. 
Were one to think of these Williams photographs within the genre of still life, it would be as memento mori of 
things that may soon pass away. 
Until 1942 in the pages of U.S. Camera both colour and black and white were considered necessary for an over
view of American photography. The colour photographs reproduced at the time were not those that would 
now appear in a history of photography. Yet colour was still seen as part of the body of American photography, 
even as it was simultaneously distinguished as magazine illustration and advertising. While the photographic 
ground in U.S. Camera encompassed the split between black and white and colour, neither the split nor what 
Stein referred to as "polite accommodation of colour into the canon" had yet occurred in its pages. After WW II 
however, colour seemed to drop out of sight in the formation of the history of contemporary American photo
graphy, both in the pages of U.S. Camera and at the MoMA. When Steichen moved to the MoMA he turned away 
from colour, including almost no colour in his MoMA exhibitions. By this time, black and white was definitively 
connected to documentary, which he exhibited as the prominent and significant field of photography. Colour 
now clearly belonged to advertising and popular magazines. 
Through the _1930s there remained a great variety of available colour processes: Dufaycolor, Finlay Color, 
Kodachrome and Defender Products (for carbro prints), all advertised in the back pages of U.S.Carriera. By the 
1950s consolidation in the photochemical industry, development of faster and simpler processes and the pro
motion of an amateur market cut out the smaller producers and many professional products.With economic 
globalization we began to see only products by the big three: Kodak (U.S.),Agfa (Germany) and Fuji 0apan). For 
his current work Williams uses the last remnants of one of the older, more labour intensive and expensive colour 
printing processes - dye transfer. 
Colour reproductions were made from either a color print or a transparency. The most common print used 
in advertising was the carbro, an early process that remained in use until the 1950s. Williams' diagram for spool-
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ing paper to be coated, found at the McGraw Colorgraph Company, Burbank, California, connects to another 
set of photographs in the 1951 U.S. Camera- a series on storm clouds over the land in the American Southwest, 
taken and made as carbro prints by R.H. McGraw, owner of the eponymous company. The text mentions that 
the photographer's company"specializes in the production of carbro prints." Another process used was Kodak's 
wash-off-relief process, that came on the market in 1935 and was replaced by Kodak with dye transfer in · I 946. 

· Carbros and dyes made exceptionally beautiful and permanent colour prints. In particular, dye transfer allows
greater control of the color in the final print. This process eventually supplanted carbros. Kodak discontinued
the patents for production of dye transfer materials in 1994 and, with what still remains available, Williams' pro
duces his colour photographs.
These specific references are persuasive in supporting the argument for seeing Williams' new work in another
context. Perhaps he might have preferred me to refer only to Sears & Roebuck catalogues and advertisements
for c_ameras in photo magazines,but these would neither have addressed the more specific relationship of colour
photographs as advertisements to photographic history, nor to the particular American context of the I 930's,
one that Williams has chosen to bring into the present.
Although it is almost impossible to think of anything that has not been photographed in the last 165 years, photo
graphs do not readily capture the complexities of history or lived experience. The ones that do this rely on
context and audience. Williams' work invokes a quote from the photographer Gisela Freund: "Art and society
have a close reciprocal relationship; for the artist, who presents the work of art to society, is also a member of
that society and has assimilated its need and ideologies, to which, in processed form he then gives expression."s
The site of this quote is also important to Williams' work. It occurs in Volker Kahmen's book, translated from
German as Art History of Photography ( 1974). The brief text uses a set of citations to frame our looking. Quotes
are primarily from Walter Benjamin, but also from photographers such as Sander, Brassai, Moholy-Nagy and
Cartier-Bresson. Kahmen's book is basically a picture book, sequencing 370 photographs, interweaving 19th and
20th century images, European and American, from Bayard to Ruscha, to make a visual history of the medium -
one which Kah men sees as "art as photography" in contrast to "photography as art." Williams' work would be
well positioned as contemporary photographic work in Kahmen's discourse.
The significant characteristic of Williams' work is the connection to particular cultural meanings made photo
graphically. His photographs present what is complex simply. The complexities can be understood only if an
audience is willing to engage from their own cultural experience. He has produced a double focus on culture
·and photographic convention to layer onto a discursive field about objects and events in our culture.
Christopher Williams' photographs make this complexity visible and timely in our present.
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